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surface to surface

Essay by Amanda Clyne

With every touch, we leave a trace of ourselves, intentionally or
not. The trace may be so slight that we fail to notice the change
we’ve triggered. Whether recorded deep in the annals of memory
or physically in the minute wear of the surface we’ve encountered,
our touch never lands without reverberation. Sustained by our
material nature, we imbue our lives with rituals of touch. Personal
and unremarkable, these rituals may grow out of habit, out of a
kinship with the familiar, or out of struggles with distress. But with
each repeated touch, changes to a surface begin to accumulate,
and the one that touched and the one that submitted both enter a
process of transformation.
The stark and fragile forms that populate this exhibition were
born from such instincts. During a period of grief, Katie Bruce
found herself folding and re-folding her fabric handkerchief. While
undergoing a cross-country move, Christie Kirchner noticed that
she was absent-mindedly folding and re-folding discarded papers
left in her pocket. Both were captivated by the stories embedded
in these intimate gestures. What they could have dismissed as
a nervous tic, they adopted as a source of insight. With each
print, their meditative, reflective actions became fossilized in the
tight grip of the printing press, delineating the surviving traces of
their hands’ (and minds’) occupation on the paper’s thin skin. As
printmakers, they adhered to the wisdom of Agnes Martin who
once wrote: “Experiences recalled are generally more satisfying
1
and enlightening than the original experience.”
By re-enacting the simple process of folding and unfolding, Bruce
and Kirchner have transformed small sheets of paper into implicit
bodies. Bruce’s figures fold inward, as fragile walls shield against
the viewer’s gaze. In Bruce’s piece “alternatively”, they seem to
float inside an ethereal force. Each fold results from a protective
instinct, yet with each new edge stressing the delicate surface,

the whole begins to weaken. As if to assess the damage,
Kirchner performs a post-mortem, unfolding blackened
sheets of carbon to reveal dissecting paths. These
fissures slice through the dark void, cracking open the
black depths. The fold’s mark is made monumental.
The principles of printmaking lie at the heart of this
exhibition. Paper is both subject and medium, each print
existing on the threshold of object and image. The repeated
act of folding and unfolding echoes in the recurring cycles
of the printing process. Shadowy planes and incised lines
harken to a prior state, just as the print testifies to the now
lost referent. In form and substance, the artists harness
the generative power of repetition. Every fold, every line,
every print brings surface to surface.
When words fail and reason abandons us, our body
can lead us toward renewal and reflection through the
smallest of gestures. Guided by the sensations of rhythm
and touch, the body seeks to leave its mark, to expel and
expose a world trapped within. Bruce and Kirchner’s work
tells the story of this quiet, revitalizing process. Gazing
into the web of their frail lines and sheer structures, we
witness the passing of time, the instinct to rebuild, and
the grace and grit of the pursuit of intimacy.
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